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Molex buys Laird connected vehicle division
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Honda and GM partner
on autonomous research

General Motors and
Honda are working together to develop autonomous vehicles.
GM’s self-driving division Cruise Automation
has joined forces with
Honda to transform mobility through large-scale
deployment of autonomous vehicle technology.
Honda will work jointly
with Cruise and General
Motors to fund and develop a purpose-built autonomous vehicle for
Cruise that can serve a
wide variety of use cases
and be manufactured at
high volume for global
deployment. In addition,
Cruise, General Motors
and Honda will explore
global opportunities for
commercial deployment
of the Cruise network.
“This is the logical next
step in General Motors
and Honda’s relationship,
given our joint work on
electric vehicles, and our
close integration with
Cruise,” said General
Motors CEO Mary Barra.

Honda invests in GM’s
Cruise project

“Together, we can provide Cruise with the
world’s best design, engineering and manufacturing expertise, and global
reach to establish them as
the leader in autonomous
vehicle technology while
they move to deploy selfdriving vehicles at scale.”
Honda will contribute
about $2bn over 12 years
to these initiatives, which,
together with a $750m
equity investment in
Cruise, brings its total
commitment to the project to $2.75bn.
In addition to the recently announced SoftBank investments, this
transaction brings the
post-money valuation of
Cruise to $14.6bn.

“Honda chose to collaborate with Cruise and
General Motors based on
their leadership in autonomous and electric vehicle technology and our
shared vision of a zeroemissions and zero-collision world,” said Honda
executive vice president
Seiji Kuraishi. “We will
look to complement their
strengths through our expertise in space efficiency
and design to develop the
most desirable and effective shared autonomous
vehicle.”
Cruise CEO Kyle Vogt
added: “With the backing
of General Motors, SoftBank and now Honda,
Cruise is deeply resourced to accomplish
our mission to safely deploy autonomous technology across the globe.
The Honda partnership
paves the way for massive scale by bringing a
beautiful, efficient and
purpose-built vehicle to
our network of shared autonomous vehicles.”
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Molex is to acquire the
connected vehicle division of Laird, owned by
funds managed by Advent International. The division specialises in the
design, development and
delivery of vehicle antenna systems, smart device integration and
vehicle connectivity.
These products should
enhance Molex’s capabilities and support the development
of
agile
connected vehicle technology ecosystems featuring the 10Gbit/s
Ethernet backbone for automotive OEMs building
intelligent vehicles.
“There is tremendous
demand for seamless endto-end network integration across hardware,
software and services in
the automotive industry,”
said Tim Ruff, senior vice
president at Molex. “This
expands our geographic
reach and strengthens our
ability to support automotive OEMs seeking to introduce
future-ready
vehicles with critical
functionality while still
containing costs.”
Laird’s expertise and
custom-engineered products help its customers
transform vehicle connectivity across the globe.
The company supplies
some of the world’s leading automotive OEMs.
“Our team is excited
about the opportunities
Vehicle Electronics

this transaction creates to
combine our technology
expertise and experience
with that of Molex to help
automotive OEMs anticipate and meet the com-

plex challenges of keeping vehicles connected on
the move, especially as
we continue to move
closer to a future where
autonomous vehicles are

commonplace,”
said
Steven Brown, president
of Laird’s connected vehicle division.
Financial terms of the
deal were not disclosed.

Renault’s vision for robo-cars

At the Paris Motor Show, Renault unveiled EZ-Ultimo, its robo-vehicle
concept, an autonomous, electric, connected and shared mobility service
offering a premium travel experience. Available on-demand, for a single
trip, for an hour or for a day, it caters to people looking to enhance a
special moment through a private trip in a city, a premium tourist
experience or businesses looking to offer premium journey services to
their clients.
“As consumer trends change and people are enjoying ride-hailing
services more and more, a new paradigm for mobility will emerge,” said
Laurens van den Acker, SVP at Renault. “Embodying this revolution, EZUltimo offers a unique luxurious experience aboard a robo-vehicle that
can be adapted depending on the service provider. Inspired by
contemporary architecture, and completely integrated in future smart
cities, EZ-Ultimo will provide an exclusive experience for all. With
autonomous, electric and connected cars, we are entering a new exciting
era in automotive design.
Equipped with level-four autonomous driving technology, this robovehicle is connected to infrastructures, and can adapt to an urban
environment, the motorway or a shuttle service on dedicated roads.
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tonomous vehicles to perceive far beyond the limits of human perception,”
said Blair LaCorte,
AEye’s chief of staff.
“This powerful softwaredriven sensor system allows vehicle perception
engines to actively interrogate their environment
to identify the precise information they need at
speeds that will radically
improve safety.”
James Doty, clinical
The biomimicry enables software-definable
professor
of neurosurgery
search patterns that can be optimised for specific
at Stanford University,
driving situations
added: “AEye has taken
intelligently classify and latency seen in currently some of the most elegant
track objects at unprece- deployed systems. This lessons from human brain
dented rates, including ability to modulate spatial science and combined
the ability to calculate the and temporal dimensions them with cutting edge
vector and velocity of simultaneously as hu- technology. This integraeach object within a mans do is what is needed tion created something
frame. Much of this can to achieve level four and that I believe will allow
be done at the sensor five autonomy.
autonomous vehicles to
“IDar is based on a rev- process data like a comlevel within the same
frame, bypassing hun- olutionary new agile lidar puter but perceive like a
dreds of milliseconds of design that allows au- human.”

AEye sets benchmark
for solid-state lidar

A speed benchmark for
300m+ class solid-state
lidar sensors achieving
scan rates of 100Hz or
greater has been set by
AEye. This is a tenfold
improvement over currently deployed systems
that typically scan at
10Hz.
The iDar artificial perception platform is designed to mimic the
performance of the
human visual cortex. This
biomimicry enables software-definable search
patterns that can be optimised for specific driving
situations that deliver
more precise and actionable information at
speeds not seen in commercially available lidar
sensors.
The biomimicry lets autonomous perception engineers create these
situationally specific scan
patterns that are capable
of searching a scene four
to five times faster than
the human eye. This scanning speed is matched by
better spatial coverage
that breaks down a scene
into dynamic vixels, a
data type unique to iDar
and which combines x-yz and RGB data.
By finding and locating
objects as fast or faster
than a human, iDar enables perception that can

Work starts on £2.7m virtual reality simulator

A consortium of 11 organisations lead by Latent
Logic and the Warwick
Manufacturing Group
(WMG) has started work
on a £2.7m UK government funded project to
create an accurate virtual
reality simulator environment, including artificial
intelligence (AI) based
trained models of pedestrians and road users, to
test connected and autonomous vehicles.
OmniCAV will be fed
by detailed scans of real
roads, traffic camera data,
accident data and nearmiss analyses. These inputs will be used to create

a high-fidelity model of
real-world roads, which
will be populated with realistic AI-based road
users. This will be used to
create an open-access library of VR simulator
scenarios to test autonomous vehicles.
OmniCAV aims to lay
the foundations for developing a robust and secure
simulator, aimed at providing a certification tool
that can be used by regulatory and accreditation
bodies, insurers and manufacturers to accelerate
the safe development of
autonomous vehicles.
The project will vali-

date the realism of the
simulator by comparing
its outputs with data
measured for the equivalent locations in the real
world. This will include
tests on proving grounds
and open roads.
The project will culminate in a vehicle being put
through the entire end-toend testing programme,
from simulator-only, to
controlled environment,
to on-road testing.
Through representation
on international standard
committees, the results
will influence or lead to
the creation of international standards to ensure

safe deployment and certification of CAVs.
“At WMG we have
long believed that simulation will play a key role in
testing and certification,”
said Paul Jennings, head
of intelligent vehicles at
WMG. “Our 3xD simulator provides a platform
with which to bridge the
virtual and real worlds.”
The partners in the project are Admiral, Aimsun,
Arcadis, Arrival, Latent
Logic, Ordnance Survey,
Oxfordshire
County
Council, Thatcham Research, UK Atomic Energy Agency, WMG and
XPI Simulation.

Bell rings in wifi on Ford vehicles

Canadian wireless operator Bell has enabled builtin wifi hotspots in Ford
and Lincoln vehicles.
Vehicle
diagnostics
services will also be supported on the national
LTE network.
“Drivers and their passengers can now connect
to wifi just as conveniently in their Ford and
Lincoln vehicles as they
do in their homes,” said
Nauby Jacob, vice president at Bell Mobility.
Suitable for mobile
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workers, commuters and
long family trips, the connected car service lets
passengers
browse,
stream and share on
Bell’s broadband LTE
wireless network when
they’re on the road or
nearby the vehicle when
it’s parked.
The wifi hotspot has a
dedicated external antenna, supports up to ten
devices at a time, and is
powered by the vehicle’s
electrical system rather
than the device battery.

“Having reliable wifi on
the go is no longer just
nice to have, it’s become
a must-have, and Ford
recognises that,” said
Marc Vejgman, connected vehicle marketing
manager for Ford in
Canada. “Connecting our
vehicles is part of building smart vehicles for a
smart world, and we look
forward to working with
Bell to offer Ford customers another way to
stay connected across
Canada.”
Vehicle Electronics
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Zecotek ups manufacturing for
photo diodes and transistors

Zecotek has started manufacturing
solid-state
photo diodes and transistors targeting emerging
industries such as selfdriving vehicles.
The company has initiated the manufacturing of
its latest solid-state
micro-pixel avalanche
photo diodes and transistors at the Malaysian
Institute of Microelectronics Systems.
A portion of the funds
raised in the divisional
equity financing announced in June have

been allocated to manufacturing these devices.
The company will move
to full production and
commercialisation
to
meet increasing demand.
“We are very pleased to
have the Malaysian Institute of Microelectronic
Systems begin the production of our patented
high dynamic range
photo detectors,” said AF
Zerrouk, CEO of Zecotek
Photonics. “We are experiencing increased demand from medical
imaging, high energy

physics and other industrial sectors for applications such as lidar for
electric and self driven
vehicles.”
The devices have been
modified to improve performance parameters and
reduce the cost of manufacture, and are said to
offer significant performance-cost
advantages
over
photomultiplier
tubes and other solidstate, silicon-based photo
detectors.
Recent changes have reduced the manufacturing

cost and improved timing
resolution and photon detection efficiency. The
solid-state devices also
have better recovery time,
radiation hardness and
linearity.
Self-driving cars rely on
lidar units composed of
photosensors. Zecotek’s
solid-state photosensors
have high resolution with
single photon detection,
making them suitable for
lidar configurations.
Zecotek Autotronics is
also developing a proprietary lidar unit.

Ford selects Wind River for OTA updates

Ford Motor has selected
Wind River’s over-the-air
(OTA) update technology
to deliver connected car
capabilities.
The Edge Sync technology can provide differential updates that provide
the ability to reduce data

Marques McCammon

update size, transmission
time and memory usage
for updating vehicle software over the air.
By creating the smallest
differential update possible during OTA updates,
this has the potential for
cost reductions as well as
a better experience for
consumers.
With OTA updates, car
makers can rapidly deploy secure, cost-efficient
updates and features to
connected vehicles, eliminating software recalls
and the associated costs.
“Complexity is dramatically increasing as new
capabilities are expected
from connected, highly
intelligent cars, and soft-
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ware is the key to enabling this transformation
within the industry,” said
Marques McCammon,
vice president of automotive at Wind River. “Automakers must keep pace
with innovation while
also ensuring they deliver
safe vehicles. Therefore,
the ability to continuously
and remotely update, resolve issues and introduce
new features for improved customer satisfaction will be more critical
than ever. By delivering
new innovations to companies like Ford, we’re
helping to improve efficiencies and experiences
for car makers and their
customers.”

Edge Sync is a software
framework for remote
OTA updates and software lifecycle management that allows for
rapid, safe and secure updates to software and
firmware throughout the
vehicle lifecycle, from
initial product development through to the end
of life of the vehicle.
Edge Sync enables
rapid, cost-effective software-related updates, corrections to security
vulnerabilities and feature-related recalls, as
well as helping car makers introduce value-add
features to vehicles that
are already in the hands
of customers.
Vehicle Electronics
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Nio picks Panasas for
storage technology
China’s EV maker Nio
has selected Panasas ActiveStor storage technology to support the
product design and development efforts of its premium electric vehicles.
Nio launched the sevenseater ES8 electric SUV
in June in China.
The ES8 has an onboard pilot system, an
autonomous driving assistant and in-car intelligent AI system. Nio plans
to launch its next vehicle,
the five-seater ES6 electric SUV, later this year.
Nio deployed ActiveStor to create a storage environment capable
of supporting manufacturing computer-aided engineering vehicle design
simulations using StarCCM+ and HyperWorks
software, and crash simulation tests using LSDyna
multi-physics
simulation software.
“Nio updated its data
storage
infrastructure
with Panasas ActiveStor
to accelerate the complex
workflows
associated
with the design optimisation and prototyping
phase of our advanced
electric cars,” said Zhijie
Fang, HPC manager at
Nio. “High-performance
computing plays an essential role in our vehicle
design process, and ActiveStor storage delivers

the high performance and
limitless scalability we
need to manage and work
with the large amount of
data generated during our
rigorous design simulation process.”
Nio rose to prominence
in 2016 with the introduction of the EP9, which
holds the record for the
fastest electric lap on the
Nordschleife of the Nürburgring race track in
Germany and the record
for the fastest lap time for
a production car with a
driver at the Circuit of the
Americas in Texas, where
it also has the record as
the fastest self-driving
car.
“Nio is redefining the
electric car ownership experience with vehicles
that deliver the latest advancements in performance, safety and comfort,
and we are thrilled to be
their data storage partner,” said Faye Pairman,
president and chief executive officer at Panasas.
“HPC applications rely
on high-performance data
storage, and our customers rely on us to provide fast, flexible and
easy-to-manage storage
that optimises business
results.”
ActiveStor is an integrated, clustered scaleout NAS appliance that
delivers the speed and en-
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Autonomous driving pushes testing market

Nio seven-seater ES8 electric SUV
terprise-grade reliability
required for compute-intensive and complex
workflow environments.
Its modular architecture
includes customisable,
flexible components that
can adapt to meet dynamic business needs.
It is delivered as a plugand-play product that incorporates hybrid storage
nodes containing flash
and Sata media, the
PanFS distributed parallel
file system and the DirectFlow parallel data access protocol. Standard

NFS and SMB client protocols are also supported.
PanFS creates a single
pool of storage under a
global filename space to
support multiple applications and workflows in a
single storage system.
Metadata performance,
data bandwidth and data
capacity scale independently for faster time to results. DirectFlow avoids
traditional protocol IO
bottlenecks by allowing
compute clients to access
each storage node directly
and in parallel.

Autonomous driving will
be a growth engine for the
electronic test and measurement equipment market for the next five years,
according to market
watcher Frost & Sullivan.
The next wave of
growth has begun with
technologies making their
way down the product
lifecycle, from research
and development to manufacturing and deployment. Greater complexity
and technology convergence will spur demand
across verticals, with
large opportunities coming from communica-

tions, semiconductors and
computing industries, and
the fastest growth in industrial and automotive.
Market winners will be
those able to meet the demand while addressing
the specific requirements
of applications.
“Greater complexity in
end-user technologies
calls for an increased cost
of test,” said Jessy Cavazos, industry director at
Frost & Sullivan. “However, with RF proliferation in consumer devices,
there is the notion that the
cost of test equipment
should follow that trend.

It will be vital for market
participants to come up
with a new approach to
test in the coming years
as the traditional approach is not sustainable
from cost and technical
perspectives.”
Autonomous driving
calls for innovative measurements and test approaches to address needs
through automation and
other means and provide
complete systems that
cover electrical, mechanical and software.
As well as automotive,
the report sees growth in
5G, IoT, data centres,

power applications and
high-speed digital standards.
“The automotive industry, 5G, power applications, high-speed digital
standards and power applications will provide
significant growth opportunities for participants
over the next five years,”
said Cavazos. “In addition, stronger demand
will emerge from medical
devices. Significant opportunities will come
from high frequencies
changing the face of the
electronic T&M market
over the next decade.”

BMW opts for TomTom
BMW has picked TomTom to provide drivers
with live traffic information, online routing and
electric vehicle services
for BMW, Mini and
Rolls-Royce vehicles.
The deal follows a testing programme that
began in April 2018.
“TomTom’s vision is a
safe, connected and autonomous world, free of
congestion and emissions,” said Antoine

Saucier, managing director of TomTom Automotive. “This is a huge step
forwards.”
TomTom Traffic provides drivers with live updates on traffic and
delays, keeping the driver
informed and reducing
total travel time. Online
routing technology uses
cloud-based processing to
send alternative routes to
the navigation system
embedded in the vehicle.
Vehicle Electronics
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Calsonic Kansei acquires
Magneti Marelli for €6.2bn

Fiat Chrysler is selling its
Magneti Marelli automotive components business
to Calsonic Kansei, a
Japanese
automotive
component supplier, for
€6.2bn.
The combined businesses of Calsonic Kansei
and Magneti Marelli will
create the world’s seventh
largest global independent automotive components supplier based on
total revenues.
The transaction is expected to close early next
year. The two companies
have combined revenues
of €15.2bn.
The new entity will operate out of nearly 200 facilities and R&D centres
across Europe, Japan, the
Americas and Asia Pacific.
FCA has also agreed to

The acquisition creates the seventh largest
independent automotive components supplier
a multi-year supply
agreement that will
strengthen a mutually
beneficial relationship for
Magneti Marelli and
FCA’s expanding model
range and which will sustain Magneti Marelli’s
Italian business operations.
The combined company
will be led by Beda
Bolzenius, CEO of Cal-

sonic Kansei, based in
Japan. Ermanno Ferrari,
CEO of Magneti Marelli,
will join the board.
“Having carefully examined a range of options
to enable Magneti Marelli
to express its full potential in the next phase of its
development, this combination with Calsonic
Kansei has emerged as an
ideal opportunity to ac-

celerate future growth for
the benefit of its customers and its outstanding people,” said Mike
Manley, CEO of FCA.
Beda Bolzenius, CEO
of Calsonic Kansei,
added: “Our industry has
gone through fierce
change in recent years
and the phase to come
will be even more dynamic. It is exciting to
form a strong platform for
Calsonic Kansei and
Magneti Marelli to work
together and create a
competitive automotive
supplier that is extremely
well placed among the
global top ten.”
And Ermanno Ferrari,
CEO of Magneti Marelli,
said: “This is a moment
of great opportunity for
all our people to be part
of a secure, growing and
independent company of
considerable scale that
can look to the future
with energy, ambition and
confidence.”

Haas Alert get $1.1m to advance cellular V2X
Haas Alert, a US start-up
whose mission is to make
roadways safer by alerting drivers of emergency
vehicles,
has
been
awarded $1.1m by the US
Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) to advance consumer vehicle
safety using cellular technology that would allow
approaching emergency
response vehicles to warn
other first responders and

civilian vehicles on the
road.
The
announcement
comes as some car companies have begun to
favour cellular V2X communications protocols.
Haas Alert provides collision prevention technologies and products to
first responders and other
municipal fleets. The
service streams real-time
safety messages to drivers
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and connected cars via invehicle systems and
smartphone apps when
emergency vehicles are
approaching and onscene.
The contract will allow
Haas Alert to leverage
input from active and retired first responders from
across the country by engaging the DHS’s FRRG
first responder resource
group. By working with

the FRRG, Haas will
have the opportunity to
ensure the top-priority
needs of the first responder community are met
during product development.
“Collisions between
first responders and civilian motorists are at an alltime high and the
situation is worsening,”
said Cory Hohs, CEO of
Haas Alert.
Vehicle Electronics
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Karamba shows online attacks
of ECUs under development

Millbrook expands
adas test facilities

Millbrook is expanding
its adas test facilities in
the UK for OEMs and
tier-one suppliers to developers of connected and
autonomous vehicle technologies.
In addition to modifications to existing road and
test track infrastructure,
Millbrook is investing in
high-precision instrumentation and soft targets that
allow contact without
damage. It has recently
been running a number of
demonstrations.
The facilities allow controlled and semi-controlled driving scenarios
to be set up on private
roads and test tracks.
They test systems including autonomous emergency braking, adaptive
cruise
control,
autonomous parking and
lane support. The scenarios cover prescribed tests,
such as those found
within Euro NCap protocols, and customer-specific requirements.
Much testing is carried

out to customer-specified
procedures for benchmarking and internal
sign-off purposes. Active
safety features help increase vehicle safety by
assisting drivers in maintaining their desired
course, warning them of
any potential collisions,
and interacting to avoid
collisions. Similarly, driverless vehicles have to
interact with obstacles in
numerous scenarios in the
real world.
The test, development
and certification activities
carried make use of highaccuracy instrumentation
and soft targets. This allows tests to be conducted
with repeatability and
gives each user the ability
to take the vehicle’s or
software’s capabilities to
their limits in a safe and
secure environment.
The high-definition,
1mm surface accuracy
digital road model provides a virtual environment for faster development.

Millbrook adas test facilities
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Renesas and Blackberry virtualisation
software package for R-Car

Renesas and Blackberry
integrate virtualisation
Renesas and Blackberry
are expanding their partnership to offer an integrated
virtualisation,
functional safety and secure development environment for the Renesas
R-Car SoCs.
Using
Blackberry’s
QNX software, it was developed as part of the
companies’ strategic relationship to advance autonomous driving.
The development environment is an expansion
of Renesas’ software for
the R-Car computing
platform. It lets automotive cockpit system designers develop cockpit
systems and improve the
user experience.
The environment has
the reliability and graphics functions required for
integrated cockpit systems. It is based on the RCar family, and features
the QNX 7.0 software development platform and
QNX Hypervisor 2.0 virtualisation software.
It also provides access
to software products developed by Blackberry,

allowing designers to
leverage the multimedia
and HMI-related software
for cockpit graphics systems development.
By taking advantage of
the virtualisation functions available in R-Car
devices, this contributes
to building functionally
safe digital cockpit systems by isolating functions such as cluster and
navigation, thereby ensuring a fault in one area
cannot corrupt another.
Hypervisor 2.0 allows
disparate guest operating
systems such as Android
and Linux to execute independently on a single
R-Car device.
“Together, Blackberry
and Renesas are enabling
our customers to rapidly
introduce safe and secure,
high-performance cockpit
systems,” said John Wall,
senior VP of QNX.
The demand for reliable, integrated hardware
and software is increasing
in markets such as China,
where there is a need for
development velocity in
connected transportation.
Vehicle Electronics

Automotive cyber-security company Karamba
can provide OEMs and
tier-one suppliers a view
of actual online attacks on
their ECUs during development.
The ThreatHive service
enhances the firm’s ECU
protection portfolio with
automotive threat intelligence, giving the automotive security industry a
platform for early discovery of vulnerabilities.
It implements a worldwide set of hosted automotive
ECUs
in
simulation of a car-like
environment. These ECU
software images are automatically monitored to
expose automobile attack
patterns, tools and vulnerabilities in the ECU’s
operating system, configuration and code.
The real attacks on the
ECU during the development lifecycle provide actionable insights into
security vulnerabilities,
including industry software such as OS, development
tools
and
common libraries.
“Understanding the different attack vectors used
against ECUs has always
been a challenge for vehicle OEMs and tier-one
suppliers,” said Patrick
Daly, analyst at 451 Research. “These stakeholdVehicle Electronics

Screenshot of a live view of the Karamba ECUs
system under constant attacks by various sources
ers rightfully place a premium on learning how
hackers might infiltrate a
vehicle’s system before
the vehicle goes to production. Karamba’s offering is focused on
providing the specific insights needed to keep
connected
and
autonomous vehicles secure. If OEMs and
tier-one suppliers can stay
a step ahead of hackers,
they increase consumer
safety and reduce the
need for future over-theair updates.”
By using hackers’
crowd effect, attacking
the ECU software hosted
in the honeypots, the offering expedites vulnerabilities discovery. The
findings from the threat
analysis tool are shared,
aggregated and anonymised to help vehicle suppliers secure ECUs.
“This new offering expands Karamba’s ECU
protection portfolio by

providing actionable insights based on security
research inputs to secure
connected vehicles in
their lifecycle,” said Ami

Dotan, Karamba Security’s CEO. “Customers
need ways to test their
products with real life security scenarios and our
approach identifies and
reports cyber attacks,
today, years and months
before production, when
there is enough time to fix
those issues. By gaining
insights on code vulnerabilities customers are able
to update prevention technologies and fix vulnerabilities before they get
into production.”
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Eyes off the road
A

Chris Bush considers whether overly
complex designs make cars a safety risk
ttention or lack thereof
can kill. Indeed, a recent
study found that more
than three quarters of crashes
(78%) and almost two thirds of
near crashes (65%) are caused by
driver inattention. But what
causes this distraction?
Over time, the in-car console
Page 13, November 2018

has gradually moved towards
more technologically advanced
screen-based interfaces. This often
takes the form of complex
infotainment systems that contain
much of the information needed to
adjust settings within the vehicle
in one place.
While in-car phone use naturally

takes up most of the headlines in
the vehicle safety space, the in-car
interface could in fact be as
distracting – and therefore as
dangerous – as using phones.
With that, the question must be
asked: Is the ongoing desire to
perfect the in-car experience
through digitising it creating a
safety risk?
Death by distraction
Research shows that overly
Vehicle Electronics

complex in-car interfaces act as
dangerous distractions to drivers,
taking their attention off the road
for up to 40 seconds at a time in
some cases.
To illustrate just how dangerous
this could be, if a driver is
travelling at 48km/hr that could be
approximately 533m where their
attention isn’t on the road – the
equivalent of almost six
regulation football pitches (90m)
laid end-to-end.
Vehicle Electronics

While more complex menubased interfaces certainly have
their uses, particularly in a
stationary car, their usability dips
dramatically once the car is in
motion.
Often, even the most basic
functions – such as changing the
radio station – require the driver
to take their eyes off the road to
locate the correct on-screen
button, which fragments the
driver’s attention and increases

cognitive load.
The functions associated with an
in-car interface, such as GPS
navigation, controlling the radio
and effective parking, are not the
most important consideration to a
driver, being secondary to the
overall safe operation of the
vehicle.
When drivers have to balance
these needs simultaneously – both
of which require significant visual
and cognitive input from the
November 2018, Page 14
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Early user interfaces were far more tactile
driver – their attention fractures.
This leaves them at greater risk of
being unable to perceive
oncoming hazards in a timely
fashion and increasing the risk of
accidents.
The more software-based
interfaces become, the greater the
risk may in turn become to safety.
There is a clear opportunity to
make things better by more fully
considering driver needs and the
overall user journey at each stage
of the design process – an
opportunity that should be heeded.
Digital interfaces
As the in-car interface has become
further digitised, different
manufacturers have had very
different ideas on how this
interface should look and feel.
For example, while the Nissan
Qashqai has a standard 17.8cm
touchscreen, the Tesla Model S
opts for a 43cm screen – the size
of a standard laptop – and has a
Page 15, November 2018

very different menu layout.
The growth of these touchscreen
interfaces leads to two issues:
touchscreens give rise to more
variety in interface design –
controls are not in the same place
as they may be in other cars, and
they require drivers to take their
eyes off the road to find and use
the control they need.
The difference in interfaces and
controls in particular can confuse
drivers who may have been used
to another vehicle, causing
potential safety risks to drivers
who are operating an unfamiliar
vehicle and are required to operate
a new system on the move.
Considering how many people
in the UK rent cars each year –
15.5 million rental transactions
occur annually, according to the
British Vehicle Rental & Leasing
Association – additional issues
could arise as these drivers have
to operate a variety of different incar interfaces.

INFOTAINMENT
User needs
A great, thoughtful user interface
should anticipate user needs and
make the overall user experience
simpler and more efficient.
However, no two users will have
exactly the same preferences in
how they wish to access and make
use of information, and interfaces
should reflect this. Currently,
manufacturers often adopt a onesize-fits-all mentality, cramming
as much information onto the
interface as possible.
While some drivers may prefer
to have masses of information in
front of them, the majority of
drivers simply don’t need – or
want – information such as their
RPM or engine temperature
displayed at all times.

From an accessibility
standpoint, the rise of complex,
cluttered infotainment systems
raises a variety of issues.
Drivers with cognitive
conditions, such as autism, may
be over stimulated by the sheer
volume of information in front of
them and require a simpler, more
consistent layout free of
peripheral lights and brightly
coloured information.
Drivers of ranging visual ability
– there is an entire spectrum
between 20:20 vision and
blindness – may also rely upon
the tactile feedback provided by
simpler, button-based interfaces to
control their vehicle, and may be
excluded from driving safely by
our migration to touchscreens.

User interfaces can be smart and simple
Even temporary situational
impairments, such as stress on the
commute to and from work, can

In-car smartphone use takes up most vehicle safety headlines, but other interfaces could be just as dangerous
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leave a driver less focused on the
road and more susceptible to
oncoming hazards. This issue can
be exacerbated by overloaded,
difficult to navigate interfaces,
which do not allow for
customisation according to user
needs.
To solve this problem, interfaces
need to be designed more
thoughtfully to be customisable,
moving from convoluted, direct
control interfaces to those that are
more on-demand, showing
various points of information as
and when they’re needed.
Instead of trying to shoehorn as
much information as possible onto
the interface at any one time,
drivers should be able to pick and
choose which information is
displayed at any given time,
allowing for interfaces that best
suit each driver’s preference and
situation.
Balance
It’s time to consider the benefits
of a more human-centred design
approach, with the driver – rather
than the vehicle – at front of mind
November 2018, Page 16
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Blend between tactile and screen-based interface

at every step of the design
process. While technology can be
a great boon to the in-car
experience in places, care should
be taken not to become fully
reliant upon it to the detriment of
in-car usability.
It’s not about innovation for
innovation’s sake, attempting to
include every exciting new
technology – such as, for
example, augmented reality – into
car interfaces. Instead, thoughtful
use of emerging technologies –
such as quick, simple voice
control commands – could have a
transformative impact on the way
Page 17, November 2018

in which vehicles are controlled,
allowing the driver to control their
vehicle without taking their eyes
off the road.
Finding the right balance
between tactile and screen-based
controls is key. While certain
functions are certainly best served
by a touchscreen – such as GPS
navigation – other functions,
which are often performed while
driving, may require buttons and
dials.
For example, making
adjustments to the in-vehicle
climate will often be performed
while a vehicle is in motion and

therefore often needs to be
performed without sight, meaning
tactile feedback is key.
Essentially, it’s all about finding
the right balance between human
and machine. Technology should
always enable – never hinder –
safety and usability, and it’s high
time our in-car interfaces reflected
this.
Chris Bush is
head of
experience
design at UX
agency Sigma
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Robert Guest
journeys on the
road to in-vehicle
infotainment

T

JOINING THE DOTS
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he rise of connectivity is
transforming the
automotive industry.
Today, manufacturers are looking
at driverless vehicles, smart cities
and ride-sharing as potential
futures. As they prepare for this
vision, a tangible, immediate
revenue stream is still largely
untapped: in-car infotainment.
By 2020, the global
infotainment market will reach
$52bn, with personalised
entertainment experiences playing
a big part in its rise.
This growth is driven by better
internet connectivity. Wifi in the
car bridging consumer devices to
4G networks and the upcoming
deployment of 5G are making it a
lot easier to develop new
connected infotainment services.
This connectivity is enabling
manufacturers to move beyond
the traditional infotainment
offering of broadcast audio and
news. For the industry, the next
frontier is personalised services
that adjust to each passenger and
journey.
The template for the industry is
in part being set by expectations
from the consumer entertainment
industry. Today, consumers
benefit from highly personalised
media and gaming services, on
almost any device and at any time.
With the continued improvement
in connectivity and bring your
own device (BYOD)
environments becoming more
sophisticated, the time is ripe for
November 2018, Page 20
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the automotive industry finally to
offer passengers the chance to
turn cars into personalised
entertainment hubs.
Personal
Each manufacturer will have
different ideas about what
constitutes an effective
infotainment system. However,
any system needs to provide
access and play audio content,
display maps, report traffic
conditions and weather forecasts.
Sophisticated systems are
providing on-demand audio
services and OEMs are looking to
provide access to video content,
typically via the rear-seat
entertainment screen or a
passenger’s own tablet (BYOD).
This is starting to change the
consumer perception of the car
itself: passengers are now
expecting easy access to content
in the car, initially driven by audio
but quickly transitioning to

include video. For the content
industry, this raises a new
challenge: developing appropriate
content formats that are
conveniently consumed inside a
moving vehicle.
Far from offering a unified, rigid
experience to every single
passenger, OEMs have the
opportunity to provide
infotainment that will adjust to
each user’s content and platform
preferences, and to each journey.
New opportunities within
recommendations and advertising
could provide exciting revenue
streams. For example, parents
picking up children from school in
a spacious family-friendly car and
driving for one hour can be
offered short length familyfriendly content such as cartoons
or animation films rather than a
two-hour blockbuster that cannot
be fully watched.
This would be drastically
different from a taxi picking up a

Smart media platform in a connected car
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customer for a 20-minute ride
inside the city, where the best
options would be news updates,
short-form comedic videos over
YouTube, casual games or the
latest weather forecast.
Entertainment hub
The design of the infotainment
system will play a crucial part in
the experience: to reach the widest
audience, OEMs and content
owners need to offer a fully
integrated environment offering
access to a wide range of audio
and video media within a single
interface. Navigating through
different apps offering similar
content will lead to consumer
frustration and ultimately reduce
take-up and revenue. Similarly, a
reluctance to integrate with the
consumer’s devices within the car
will also hinder update.
Combining both in-vehicle and
brought-in devices can prove an
engineering challenge that adds
little value to the OEM brand. By
using readily available products
that cater to both types of
platform, technical teams can save
development and testing time and
focus on customer value-added
features.
This then results in faster time
to market, a higher quality
experience for the consumer and
increased brand satisfaction.
Yet, manufacturers need to take
a number of technical challenges
into account beyond the look and
feel of the service. The first one is
the content offering: while
providing consumers with a
Netflix licence may sound like an
easy option, it limits the
relationship between the
manufacturer and the user. Once
the viewer starts the external
Vehicle Electronics

Media sharing in a car infotainment system
video service, it automatically
redirects to Netflix itself, handing
over all the passenger’s
preferences and habits over to the
streaming service.
Instead, manufacturers should
design a brand offering that is
only available in their vehicles
and both enhances and extends
their relationship with their
customers. However, this is not a
simple undertaking. Building
relationships with each individual
broadcaster, content owner or
studio and ensuring that content
made available in the car is fully
protected at all times is time
complex and consuming.
Finally, manufacturers need to
understand the EU content
portability rules and their impact
on the content catalogue they may
want to offer to consumers
travelling across Europe.
Consumers can continue to watch
content across borders, regardless
of the number of countries they
drive through, in a similar way to
the simple network switches they
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already witness on their
smartphones.
Partnering with companies that
understand the technology
challenges and know the
intricacies of the content industry
as well as the automotive sector
can help address these challenges.
This will enable OEMs to focus
on designing a service that
responds both to the
manufacturers’ and the content
providers’ needs while delivering
the in-vehicle media and
entertainment experience that
consumers desire.
GDPR
Today’s connected cars already
collect data. With the recently
implemented EU General Data
Protection Rules (GDPR),
consumers have the right to
decide which information is
collected and shared with
manufacturers. By giving vehicle
owners options for their
entertainment, infotainment can
help transform and extend the

relationship between
manufacturers and consumers.
With transparency and if done
well, the EU GDPR can provide
manufacturers with a brand-new
way to design services that
respond to specific journeys and
demographics, providing their
customers with an enhanced
experience.
The industry is steadily moving
towards a fully integrated and
ubiquitous future that embraces
connected entertainment. To
enable it to flourish,
manufacturers, suppliers and the
connected entertainment industry
need to collaborate to bring
premium multimedia and
entertainment services that
consumers want and, perhaps
more importantly, are willing to
pay for, leading to a new and
highly profitable revenue stream
for OEMs and content owners.
Robert Guest is vice president
for product management at
Access Europe
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RIGHT TRACK

Bruce Haug explains how to
power infotainment devices in
automotive start-stop systems

A car stopped at a train crossing does not
need the engine to be running
Page 23, November 2018
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Fig. 1:
Start-stop
application
schematic
operating at
2.1MHz

C

ar makers continue to tout
stop-start systems that help
save fuel. As its name
implies, a stop-start system shuts
off the engine instead of letting it
idle at a stop, and then rapidly
restarts the engine once it is ready
to drive away. For those who do a
lot of stop-and-go driving, it
reduces emissions and saves fuel
by not idling the engine for
extended periods of time.
The concept is simple. As an
example, a car stopped at a red
light or train crossing does not
need the engine to be running; if
the engine isn’t running, it is not
wasting any energy. As a result,
the reduction in fuel consumption

can be as much as eight per cent
in city traffic compared with a car
without such a system.
Driving comfort and safety are
not compromised by a vehicle
start-stop function, since it is not
activated until the engine has
reached an ideal running
temperature. The same applies if
the air conditioner has not yet
brought the cabin to the desired
temperature, if the battery is not
adequately charged or if the driver
moves the steering wheel.
The start-stop function is
coordinated by a central control
unit that monitors data from all
relevant sensors, including the
starter motor and the alternator. If

necessary for comfort or safety,
the control unit will automatically
restart the engine, for example if
the vehicle begins to roll, the
battery charge falls too low or
condensation forms on the
windshield.
Furthermore, most systems
recognise the difference between a
temporary stop and the end of the
trip. It will not restart the engine if
a driver’s seat belt is undone, or if
the door or boot is open. If
desired, the start-stop function can
be completely deactivated with
the press of a button, for now, at
least.
However, when the engine
restarts and there is an
infotainment system turned on or
another electronic device
requiring greater than 5V, there is
a possibility that the 12V battery
can dip to below 5V, causing these
systems to reset. Some navigation
and infotainment systems operate
from a 5V and higher input
voltage.
When the input voltage dips to
below 5V during an engine restart,
these systems will reset when the
DC-DC converter only has the
capability to step down the input
voltage. Obviously, it is not
acceptable to have a music player
or the navigation system reset
when the car restarts.

Fig. 2: Burst mode operation voltage diagram
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Controller
Thankfully, a triple output DC-DC
controller is available that
combines a boost controller and
two step-down controllers in a
single package. The high
efficiency synchronous boost
feeds the two downstream
synchronous step-down
converters, avoiding an output
voltage dropout when the car
battery voltage droops – useful in
automotive start-stop systems. In
addition, when the input voltage
from the car battery is higher than
its programmed boost output
voltage, the boost controller runs
at 100% duty cycle and simply
passes the input voltage directly to
the step-down converters,
reducing power loss.
Fig. 1 shows a schematic of
such a device with the boost
converter supplying 10V to the
step-down converters. As well as
powering the two step-down
converters, which produce 5V/7A
and 3.3V/10A, the boost converter
can be used as a third output to
provide an extra 2A. This keeps
2.1MHz operation at up to 28Vin
and skips cycles above 28V.
The device operates from an
input voltage of 4.5 to 38V during
start-up and maintains operation
down to 2.5V after start-up. The
synchronous boost converter can
produce output voltages up to 60V
and can run with the synchronous
switch fully on to pass through the
input voltage when it is high
enough to increase efficiency.
The two step-down converters
can produce output voltages from
0.8 to 24V, with the entire system
achieving efficiency up to 95%.
Its 45ns minimum on-time
enables high step-down
conversions while switching at
Vehicle Electronics

Fig. 3: Efficiency vs load current for different converter sections
2MHz, thus avoiding critical
noise-sensitive frequency bands
such as AM radio and allowing
for smaller external components.
It can be configured for burst
mode operation, which reduces
quiescent current to 28µA per
channel (38µA when all three
channels are on) while regulating
the output voltage at no load,
useful for preserving battery run
times in always-on systems.
The 1.1Ω on-board all n-channel
mosfet gate drivers reduce
switching losses and provide
output current of more than 10A
per channel, limited only by
external components.
Furthermore, the output current
for each converter is sensed by
monitoring the voltage drop
across the inductor (DCR) or by
using a separate sense resistor.
The constant frequency currentmode architecture enables a
selectable frequency from 320kHz
to 2.25MHz or it can be
synchronised to an external clock
over the same range.

Run times
Any battery-powered system that
requires an always-on power bus
while the rest of the system is
turned off must conserve battery
energy. This state is commonly
referred to as sleep, standby or
idle mode and requires these
systems to have very low
quiescent current. The need for
low quiescent current to conserve
battery energy is especially
important in automotive
applications that can have several
electrical circuits such as
telematics, CD and DVD players,
remote keyless entry, and multiple
always-on bus lines.
The collective current
consumption of these systems
during standby needs to be as low
as possible and the pressure
continues to mount for battery
energy conservation as cars
depend more on electronic
systems for their operation.
The device in Fig. 1 draws 28µA
in sleep mode with the boost
converter and one of the buck
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Fig. 4: Size and layout of demo board, top and bottom sides
converters on. With all three
channels on and in sleep mode, it
draws 20µA, which extends
battery run times in idle mode.
This is done by configuring the
part to enter high efficiency burst
mode operation, where the device
delivers short bursts of current to
the output capacitor followed by a
sleep period where the output
power is delivered to the load by
the output capacitor only. Fig. 2
shows the conceptual timing
diagram of how this works.
In sleep mode, much of the
internal circuitry is turned off
except for the critical circuitry
needed to respond quickly. When
the output voltage drops enough,
the sleep signal is activated and
the controller resumes normal
burst mode operation by
switching on the top external
mosfet. Alternatively, there are
instances when the user will want
to operate in forced continuous or
constant frequency pulse skipping
mode at light load currents. Both
modes are easily configurable and
have a higher quiescent current.
Efficiency and size
The efficiency for the 5V output
as referenced in the Fig. 1
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schematic is about 90%, as shown
in Fig. 3. A three to four per cent
higher efficiency can be attained
if the operating frequency is
reduced from 2.1MHz to 300kHz.
Fig, 4 shows the demo board for
the schematic shown in Fig. 1
with the tallest part at 48mm high.
Protection
The device can be configured to
sense the output current by using
DCR (inductor resistance) or a
sense resistor. The choice between
the two current sensing schemes is
largely a trade-off between cost,
power dissipation and accuracy.
DCR sensing is becoming popular
because it saves expensive current
sensing resistors and is more
power efficient, especially in high
current applications. The sense
resistor, however, is a more
accurate way of sensing current.
On-board comparators monitor
the buck output voltages and
signal an overvoltage condition
when the output is greater than ten
per cent of its nominal value.
When this condition is sensed, the
top mosfet is turned off and the
bottom mosfet is turned on until
the overvoltage condition is
cleared. The bottom mosfet

remains on continuously for as
long as the overvoltage condition
persists. If the output voltage
returns to a safe level, normal
operation automatically resumes.
At higher temperatures, or in
cases where the internal power
dissipation causes excessive self
heating on-chip, the overtemperature shutdown circuitry
will shut down the device. When
the junction temperature exceeds
approximately +170˚C, the overtemperature circuitry disables the
on-board bias LDO, causing the
bias supply to drop to 0V and
effectively shutting down the
entire device in an orderly
manner. Once the junction
temperature drops back to
approximately +155˚C, the LDO
turns back on.
Conclusion
Automotive start-stop systems
allow for fuel savings that will
continue to evolve over the next
several years. Care must be taken
with regards to powering onboard infotainment and navigation
systems that need up to, or can
exceed, 5V. These systems can
reset when the car battery voltage
droops to less than 5V with an
engine restart.
The device described here
boosts the battery voltage to a safe
operating level. This, combined
with two step-down controllers,
makes it suitable for powering
many automotive electronic
devices in cars that have a startstop system.
Bruce Haug is
product marketing
engineer for
Analog Devices
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Mark Patrick
believes hydrogen
fuel cells are
showing their
credentials
Vehicle Electronics

G

reen is a desirable colour
for most of those involved
in the energy business,
with clean, renewable energy
becoming an ever-higher priority.
Massive engineering effort is
being expended and major
research investments are being
made into this area each year.
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In the automotive industry,
minds are focused on zero
emission cars. Most
manufacturers have electric
vehicle (EV) or hybrid models.
Increasingly popular, hybrids run
on electricity until their charge is
depleted, then switch to
conventional diesel or petrol

fuelled operation. With them,
however, come the emissions of
the much-derided greenhouse
gases commonly associated with
conventional cars.
On the technological front,
most EV development has been
based around batteries. These
vehicles need to be plugged into
a suitable power source to
recharge their battery reserves.
While electricity is increasingly
produced from renewables such
as solar and wind, a large
proportion of its production is
still reliant on fossil fuels.
Access to EV charging points is
also an issue and so far has
seemingly put off car buyers.
There is another promising
avenue for those in the
automotive industry and
potentially elsewhere too –
hydrogen fuel cells. This has
several advantages over
combustion engine technology or
even battery-based EV
technology. Fuel cells convert
potential energy held in chemical
bonds directly into electrical
energy, making them highly
efficient. The by-products of this
operation are just water and a
small quantity of heat, but no
actual pollutants. Also the
production of hydrogen is
comparatively environmentally
friendly; there is very little if any
pollution relating to this.
The refuelling process is rapid
and more akin to filling a
conventional car with fuel, rather
than requiring many hours to
recharge the battery of an EV,
which has proved to be a serious
hindrance to users. Furthermore,
there are no moving parts in a
fuel cell, unlike in a
conventional engine. This gives
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them greater reliability and means
that maintenance tasks are much
more straightforward to execute.
Finally, the range of these
vehicles is closer to that of
combustion engine-powered
vehicles, while EVs are limited by
the storage capacity of the battery.
While it may be the most
abundant element on earth,
hydrogen is never encountered on
its own. Instead, it is always
found combined with other
elements such as oxygen in water
(H2O), for example, or with
organic compounds in
hydrocarbons such as natural gas,
methane and propane. Most
hydrogen is currently obtained
from these hydrocarbons through
the application of heat, in a
process known as reforming.
Alternatively, an electrical current
can be applied to split water into
its constituent elements, which is
referred to as electrolysis.
A hydrogen fuel cell consists of
the following elements:
• An anode where the hydrogen
enters;
• A catalyst that separates the
hydrogen into ions and electrons;
• A proton exchange membrane
(PEM) where protons pass, but
electrons are blocked; and
• A cathode where oxygen is
forced through the catalyst to
form two negative atoms that
attract the hydrogen ions through
the membrane, ultimately
regrouping to form water.

The world’s first hydrogen
fuel cell-powered train
entered regular service in
Germany in September 2018
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So far so good, but refuelling a
hydrogen fuel cell requires
pressurised hydrogen to be
pumped in. This is where some
problems arise in terms of
automotive use. Infrastructure is
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expensive to install, largely
because of the pressure
requirements. Consequently, fuel
cells are still to see widespread
proliferation and as yet have only
made limited headway in the
automotive sector. Despite this,
firms such as Toyota remain
committed to the technology and
are still investing heavily in ongoing research.
Meanwhile, there are other
application opportunities that
could let hydrogen fuel cell
technology gain greater traction.
Around 50% of trains are powered
from overhead electric lines,
which are expensive to install.
Increasingly, it is believed that
electrification will only be
suitable for rail routes with the
heaviest volumes of traffic.
Most other trains run on diesel,
which is increasingly regarded as
a dirty fuel. Trains powered by
hydrogen fuel cell systems could
provide an alternative. Though in
an automotive context they would
require large financial outlay on
supporting infrastructure, here
they would actually present a way
of keeping the investment needed
in infrastructure down.
Germany, whose government
has committed to reducing CO2
emissions by 40% from 1990
levels by 2020 and to providing
80% of its energy from renewable
sources by 2050, has a fuel cellpowered train project underway.
The trains will run on hydrogen
that has been produced from
surplus energy generated by wind
turbines during periods when
demand for electricity is low. Two
trains are undergoing trials, and
service in the lower Saxony
region is expected to begin later
this year.
Vehicle Electronics

Fuel cells generate electricity by using hydrogen and oxygen
Power from the fuel cell will be
used by the auxiliary and traction
converters while spare energy will
be stored in the lithium-ion
batteries until needed, as will
power from regenerative braking.
The fuel cells will only operate at
full power when demand is at its
absolute peak.
Smart power management was
also a key aspect of a pilot scheme
to run a small (11m) hydrogenpowered ferry in Bristol Harbour
in 2013. During the six-month
scheme, the ferry operator found
that refuelling was only required
every four days, keeping the
operation costs very low.
Sadly, a lack of UK hydrogen
refuelling infrastructure led to its
demise, however a much larger
(35m) ferry is expected to go into
service in France in 2020.
Running between the islands of
Ouessant and Molène – both of
which lie off the western-most tip
of Brittany – and the mainland,
the ferry will use surplus energy –
obtained from renewable sources

such as wind turbines – that has
been converted into hydrogen.
Another scheme for a highspeed passenger ferry and
refuelling station in San Francisco
Bay is going through feasibility
studies, while research into
providing power to berthed ships
(cold ironing) from a bargemounted PEM fuel cell on the US
west coast also shows great
promise.
Though installation of the
infrastructure required to store
and deliver the necessary
hydrogen presents difficulties,
there are considerable merits to
using fuel cell technology as an
ecologically viable source of
power. Clearly, improvements in
battery storage technology do not
necessarily hold all the answers.
Mark Patrick is
technical
marketing
manager for
Mouser
Electronics
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L EGEND OF TOMORROW

Peugeot unveiled its vision for the future of
mobility at last month’s Paris Motor Show –
a 100% autonomous, electric and connected
vehicle called the e-Legend Concept
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CONCEPT CAR
s the automotive industry
undergoes the transition
in energy and fuel types,
Peugeot is tackling the
technological challenge head-on,
while adhering to its philosophy
that the technology of the future
should exist to deliver driving
pleasure for its users. As such, it is
adopting a realistic and yet
radically modern template with
the e-Legend Concept yet still
carrying the DNA of the Peugeot
brand.
“The Peugeot e-Legend Concept
is not just a technological
manifesto,” said Jean-Philippe
Imparato, CEO of Peugeot. “This
is the vision of a brand actively
focused on an optimistic and
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ultra-desirable future. For
Peugeot, autonomy and electric
are synonymous with even
stronger sensations. Boredom will
never be part of our DNA.”
The concept car unveiled at last
month’s Paris Motor Show has
four modes of driving – two
autonomous and two manual –
which can be selected depending
on the road and traffic conditions,
as well as the driver’s preference.
The two autonomous modes are
soft and sharp. Soft mode focuses
on the comfort of the vehicle’s
occupants, with projection on
digital material screens and
information displays reduced to a
minimum. The sharp mode
increases connectivity for digital

activities, such as engaging on
social networks, arranging
electronic calendars and so on.
The two manual modes are
legend and boost. Legend is a
cruising mode with dashboard
reflective of the 504 Coupé’s three
dials and a digitally created wood
effect display on various screens.
Boost mode brings more dynamic
and stimulating driving thanks to
a powerful electric engine and
180˚ immersion for the driver,
with projection of the road on a
single, large screen,
When the car is in either of the
autonomous modes, the interior
configuration changes, with the
steering wheel retracting under
the sound bar to make the 125cm
central screen fully visible. The
front seats recline for extra
comfort and the side armrests
deploy automatically, freeing up a
large storage area and an
induction charging area for
smartphones and other devices.
The fully autonomous
capabilities of the vehicle are
designed to give drivers more
time to themselves, with the car
maker’s i-Cockpit offering a
comfortable and intuitively usable
environment in which to pursue
other activities.
“With Peugeot e-Legend
Concept, for us it’s about
intensifying and refining the
experience of 100% autonomy,
electric and connectivity,” said
Aude Brille, head of Peugeot
strategy. “The Responsive iCockpit is enhanced to offer its
guests immersive driving
specifically customised for each
of the four driving modes
available.”
The immersive nature of the
vehicle is also enhanced by a
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partnership with AI technology
firm Soundhorn, which provides a
voice-activated personal assistant
suitable for autonomous driving.
Using this, the driver can change
the driving style of the car, listen
to music or even open and close
the electrified doors.
Using the digitised voice of
Peugeot style director Gilles
Vidal, the system works in 17
languages – a version of this is
planned for Peugeot production
vehicles within two years.
Meanwhile, the car maker’s
Vehicle Electronics

existing audio partner, Focal,
provides acoustic architecture to
ensure optimal sound diffusion.
This allows, for example, the
driver to input navigation voice
commands while the other
occupants of the car listen to
music, or places each individual
occupant in their own sound
bubble, meaning they can each
listen to different things without
affecting the others.
The car is powered by a 100%
electric powertrain, with the
100kWh batteries reaching

800Nm torque and 340kW power,
distributed to the four-wheel
drive. This level of performance
makes it possible to accelerate
from 0 to 100km/h in less than 4s
and reach a maximum speed of
220km/h. The range is 600km
according to the WLTP protocol,
of which 500km are accessible in
25 minutes thanks to a fast
recharge.
Peugeot says the concept car
cultivates the zero technological
constraint mind-set by offering
induction charging.
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Gate driver rides e-scooters

Locking structure ensures
waterproof connection
A clamshell-style branch
connector from Kyocera
for automotive electronics has a locking structure
for waterproof connections, ensuring reliability
in harsh conditions.
The Sheltap 9715 connector made its debut at
last month’s Ceatec show
in Japan. Samples are
available on request.
A branch connector is
used to install electronic
equipment, such as a navigation system or dashboard
camera,
by

branching power from the
vehicle’s main wiring
harness. Rapid adoption
of adas and other automotive electronics has created more demand for
connectors that can withstand harsh environments, including the
vehicle exterior and direct
exposure to the elements
in all weather conditions.
The connector has
passed the high-pressure
washing and high-temperature exposure testing
of the Jaso D616 stan-

dards, which evaluate
wire harness connectors
with enclosures and
sealant materials for automotive applications.
They can operate in
temperatures from -40 to
+85˚C, and are designed
to meet the interconnection requirements of aluminium wiring, which is
40 per cent lighter than
copper.
RoHS compliant, they
are easy to assemble –
simply insert the wires
and apply pressure. The
connector keeps wires in
place for workflow, instantly providing a reliable connection with a
waterproof seal.
Rated current is 8 or 9A
per contact depending on
the copper or aluminium
wire used. Rated voltage
is 125V per contact.

Dielectric aids on-board charging
Panasonic has used film
dielectric technology to
create products for onboard charging and powertrain electronics in EVs.
The AEC-Q200 qualified ECWFG metallised
polypropylene film capacitors have an operating temperature of -40 to
+110˚C, voltage of 630V
DC and nominal capacitance of 1.0 to 4.7µF.
Humidity resistance at

+85˚C, 85% RH and
500V DC is 1000 hours,
thermal shock resistance
at -55 to +85˚C is 1000
cycles, and temperature
load test at +125˚C and
450V DC is 1000 hours.
A flame-retardant plastic
case and non-combustible
resin reduce the risk of
flammability. The products are RoHS compliant.
The in-house patterned
metallisation
process
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achieves a stable capacitance level over the capacitor’s lifetime and thus
increases reliability. The
patterns serve as a fuse
mechanism function that
prevents
catastrophic
short mode failure.

Capacitors to 4kV

Under the Syfer brand,
the AEC-Q200 series of
MLCCs has had a range
extension increasing the
available working voltage
from 2kV to a maximum
of 4kV.
For electric vehicle applications where higher
voltages are needed but
where a margin for derating must be accommodated, they are suitable
for powertrain use, such
as in battery management
and invertors.
Available in X7R dielectric, and with capacitance up to 22nF, they are
available as standard with
Knowles Precision Devices’ lead-free, RoHS
and Reach compliant
FlexiCap termination for
crack prevention and high
number thermal cycle
withstand.
For automotive applications that require high Q,
low loss MLCCs, the
X8G HighQ series also
has AEC-Q200 qualification. These low ESR parts
are made with a copper
electrode to improve performance at high frequencies and are rated to work
from -55 to +150˚C.
The capacitance range
of 0.3 to 100pF is covered, with rated voltages
up to 500V.
Vehicle Electronics

Targeting light electric
vehicles such as e-bikes
and e-scooters, Infineon
Technologies is introducing
the
EiceDriver
IRS2007S 200V halfbridge gate driver IC in a
standard soic-8 (DSO-8)
package.
With under-voltagelockout for VCC and
VBS, the gate driver ensures a higher reliability
in start-up operations than
previous generations. It is
tailored for low (24, 36
and 48V) and medium

(60, 80, 100 and 120V)
voltage motor control applications in battery
driven devices.
They can also be used
in power tools, household
and garden equipment,
and drones.
The device includes integrated dead-time and
shoot-through protection.
It also has low quiescent
currents, tolerance of
negative transient voltage
and dV/dt immunity.
Similar to other members of the 200V level-

shift gate driver family, it
uses the firm’s high-voltage IC technology to realise a compact, efficient
and robust monolithic
construction. A smaller
MLPQ 4x4 14L (VQFN14) package option is
available.
The family comprises
three-phase, half-bridge
and high and low side
gate driver ICs, in siliconon-insulator (SoI) and
junction isolation options.
The three-phase gate
driver ICs use SoI tech-

nology to provide functional isolation with negative VS robustness and
reduced level shift losses.
The SoI product comes
with integrated bootstrap
diodes to reduce overall
cost, simplify layout and
reduce PCB size.

Toolset for SoC developers

Housing for diodes

A rugged bulkheadmount housing from
OMC for fibre optic receivers and transmitters
has an ST connector and
been developed as the ST
version of OMC’s FDH1
transmitter and receiver
housing.
The robustness of the
FDH36 helps it withstand
harsh operating environments in industrial, automotive, mass transit and
similar applications, including off-road vehicles.
It has an all-metal turret
design with a square base
flange. The flange has
Vehicle Electronics

mounting holes in each
corner and bolts down
firmly to the bulkhead,
helping ensure a robust
and secure fixing. As well
as offering more physical
resilience than plastic
housings, the metal construction helps with
screening against radio
frequency interference.
The bulkhead housing
can accommodate the
firm’s Tx and Rx diodes,
helps withstand vibration
and is for where links
have to allow for multiple
connect and disconnect
cycles.

To spur the development
of cloud-linked services
using vehicle data, Renesas has announced connected car software
development tools so developers working with the
R-Car system-on-chip
(SoC) family can create
applications.
These include predictive safety infotainment
applications that link dynamic data from the vehicle and the cloud in real
time with algorithms developed based on big data
in the cloud. This enables
out-of-the-box development of applications instead of the traditional
approach of connecting
the vehicle to the cloud.
The toolset makes it
possible to generate services that combine, in real

time, vehicle data such as
driving status and the
state of the driver and
cloud-based data, such as
construction, congestion
or other road conditions
as well as weather reports
and maps.
To link the cloud and
the edge, Renesas has
adopted AWS’s cloud
services and Greengrass
for its software development tools.
The toolset includes a
simulator that can generate vehicle data from the
accelerator, brake pedals
and the steering angle, an
edge controller that maintains the vehicle data, a
vehicle API that links
with applications such as
driver monitoring, and interfaces that connect vehicle data to the cloud.
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Reference board aids
wireless charging design

Single coil fan driver IC is Asil ready
A single coil fan driver IC
from Melexis can deliver
600mA at 24V, or 15W,
and is suitable for of applications that require
high performance with
low noise operation.
The MLX90411 operates from a supply voltage from 3 to 28V,
making it suitable for applications that require a
supply of 5, 12 or 24V.
In automotive applications, the device can be
directly connected to the
battery without further
protection due to its ability to withstand load
dump pulses up to 40V.

The Asil-ready fan driver
can operate over a temperature range of -40 to
+150˚C.
Multiple commutation
options are available, encompassing low EMI and
low acoustic noise.
A patent-pending adaptive control algorithm

ensures high torque and
low reverse current across
all operating conditions,
with any design of motor.
Both open and closed
loop control is possible,
with a range of dynamic
(PI) settings, for a speed
range up to 45,000 electrical RPM.

Multiple integrated protection features include
locked rotor, over temperature, overvoltage, short
circuit and current limiting. Not only do these facilitate UL and CE
certification, they meet
stringent automotive requirements.
The device is programmable via an I2C interface
and all options are configurable in the on-board
eeprom.
Based
on
0.18µm technology, it
comes in a straight-lead
sot package or a 2.5 by
2.0 by 0.4mm UTDFN
package.
verters for entertainment
and navigation systems,
noise suppression for motors, braking, windshield
wipers, power steering,
seats and mirrors, and
heating and ventilation
blowers.
Magnetically shielded,
they can handle high transient inrush current spikes
and a maximum operating temperature of -55 to
+155˚C.
Sizes range from 4 by
4mm to 17 by 17mm,
with an inductance from
0.1 to 100µH, heating
current from 1.2 to 60A,
and frequency from 1kHz
to 3MHz. All components
are halogen and lead-free,
and RoHS compliant.

Multiway switches from
C&K can provide integration into automotive
and industrial equipment.
The Sam switch is defined by its seamless integration, direct motor
management based on
SPDT (single pole, double throw) contacts, and
flexible mechanical characteristics
including
travel, shaft shape and dimensions.
Applications include
seat adjustment systems
for off-road vehicles. It
lets manufacturers reduce
the necessary hardware to
power the functionality of
the device being controlled by eliminating the
need for relay switches.
Features include a twoor four-way actuation,
power contact technology
for direct motor actuation, direct mounting capability on a PCB,
spring-loaded shaft to reduce vibrational noise,
various shaft lengths and
shapes for easy integration, and different haptic
ranges.
With strong PCB
mounting and THT terminals, the switch has the
durability necessary for
automotive applications.
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Inductors handle harsh environments
AEC-Q200
approved
SMD power inductors
from TT Electronics suit
demanding automotive
applications.
The HA72L moulded
inductors use the latest
composite moulded core
materials to increase in-

ductance, temperature
performance and saturation current while reducing DC resistance and
physical size.
The result is a compact,
surface mount component
that operates in demanding environments with
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saturation currents up to
80A.
Mechanically robust,
magnetically shielded and
resistant to corrosion in
humid environments, the
inductors suit high power
density automotive applications where size is critical. Such applications
include DC-DC converters using switching frequencies to 3MHz as well
as EMI and low pass DC
ripple filters in high temperature environments.
Among the main target
applications are LED
drivers,
automotive
LCDs, LED displays, engine and transmission
control units, diesel injection drivers, DC-DC con-

Multiway
switches

A turnkey reference design from IDT features Qi
15W and popular industry
fast charging modes and
is based on an AEC-Q100
IC.
The CRB customer
reference board is for automotive equipment manufacturers and complies
with the Wireless Power
Consortium (WPC) Qi
baseline and extended
power profiles to 15W
and iOS and Android proprietary fast charging
modes.
The reference board is
based on the IDT P9261
AEC-Q100 chipset combined with the WPC qualified MP-A13 three-coil
transmitter type for added
placement forgiveness. It
has been designed to reduce system EMI and includes filtering to pass
Cispr-25 EMI requirements.
The reference design is
supported by an intuitive
gui that lets users tune parameters such as foreign
object detection, protection limits and timing, resulting in a low-touch,
rapid time to market.
The P9261 AEC-Q100
qualified transmitter IC
combines high-voltage
integration,
including
current sensing and mosfet drivers, with a flexible
M0 Arm core to increase

performance and reduce
board space.
The IC is designed for
multiple coils and supports charging up to 15W.
It comes in 7 by 7mm 48QFN and wettable flank
packages (0.5mm pitch).
All the additional components on the CRD have
been selected as AEC- P9261-C3-CRB developQ100 qualified.
ment kits are also availWireless
charging able.

Audio amp resists surges

A four-channel power
amp from Toshiba is for
automotive audio applications resists the power
surges typically found in
vehicle electronics.
The TCB503HQ delivers 50W of output power
per channel into a 4Ω
load. The device includes
built-in mute and standby
functions as well as protection functions such as
offset detection and short
circuit detection as well
as overvoltage and over
temperature.
A built-in filter improves resistance to extraneous
high-frequency

noise that may be present
in the vehicle. This filter
also prevents the generation of abnormal noises
from the amplifier due to
high-frequency
noise
from on-board electronics, such as motors, or
other devices such as
smartphones.
It also supports 6V operations, making it suitable
for
vehicles
equipped with idling reduction systems, which
have become popular in
recent years. This suppresses the popping that
can occur when the supply voltage fluctuates.
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Boost controller cascades outputs

Hybrid connector has
standard footprint

Claimed to be the industry’s first through-hole,
single or multi-bay
USCar-2 compliant hybrid
connector,
the
Stak50h unsealed connection system from
Molex meets the standard
automotive footprint.
Designed to deliver signal and Ethernet connectivity in automotive body
electronics, safety and
driver assist, comfort and
infotainment devices and
modules, it expedites validation time for tier-one
automotive manufacturers
making
design
changes and launching
vehicle models.
The stackable header
design eliminates custom
tooling, engineering and
validation time typically
required in multi-bay automotive device and

Can optimiser

At the Paris Motor Show,
SafeRide Technologies
launched a Can bus optimiser.
While uploading raw
Can data to the cloud enables anomaly detection
capabilities, the process
consumes a significant

module configurations.
Incorporating throughhole style unsealed headers
and
hybrid
connectors, the single- to
multi-bay
connector
meets standard footprints
based on 0.5, 1.2 and
2.8mm terminal sizes
widely used in automotive applications.
The hybrid system is
available with 12- to 56circuit receptacles and
can be used in applications ranging from lowcurrent signal (5A) to
high-power applications
(30A).
The headers and receptacles are colour-matched
to speed identification
and ease assembly.
The connector position
assurance latching feature
prevents accidental disengagement.

amount of bandwidth.
The optimiser decreases
the bandwidth needed to
do so by providing 98 to
99% reduction in data
size, with a claimed typical lossless compression
ratio more than 15 times
better than other compression algorithms on
the market.
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Buck-boost for LED driver

Allegro Microsystems
has
announced
the
ALT80802, the latest addition to its family of
62xx and 808xx LED
drivers for lighting.
The device addresses a
market trend of three to
four white LEDs in a single string powered from a
12V battery input, which
is very desirable for fog,
backup, DRL, side mirror
and other automotive
lighting applications.
The device provides
2MHz operation, PWM
dimming capability and
fault protection. It can be
operated in buck mode up
to 2A, to drive one to two
white LEDs from the battery or up to 12 from a
pre-boost supply.
The
high-frequency
switching regulator provides constant output current to drive high-power
LEDs. It is designed to
aid in EMC and EMI design by frequency dithering, soft freewheel diode
turn-off and controlled
switch node slew rates.
A programmable oscillator allows the device to
switch up to 2.5MHz,
outside EMI-sensitive

frequency bands such as
the AM band. It integrates
a power mosfet for stepdown (buck) or inverting
buck-boost conversion.
The 50V-rated enable pin
can be tied to Vin for automatic startup, to support battery-level PWM
dimming common in
legacy body controllers.
Input range is 3.8 to 50V.
With current-mode control and external compensation, it can achieve fast
transient response. The
control loop is designed
for PWM dimming operation to achieve low
dimming on-time, low
turn-on overshoot, accurate PWM duty cycle and
wide dimming range.
Protection features include pulse-by pulse current limit, hiccough mode
short-circuit protection,
open and short freewheeling diode protection, boot
open and short voltage
protection, Vin under voltage lockout, and thermal
shutdown.
AEC-Q100 automotive
qualified, it is available in
a ten-pin DFN package
with thermal pad and wettable flank.
Vehicle Electronics

A two-phase nonsynchronous boost controller
from Analog Devices can
drive two stages of external n-channel power mosfets.
The Power by Linear
LTC7840 is configurable
as a single or dual output
boost regulator or, for
higher voltages, the output of the first channel
can feed the input of the
second channel allowing
an output voltage that exceeds several hundred
volts.
A typical application is
for a 12V input voltage to
be boosted to 48V with
the first channel and the
second channel boosting
the 48V to 240V with an
output current of up to
700mA, making it suitable for automotive, industrial and medical use.
The device operates

over an input voltage
from 5.5 to 60V and regulates output voltages that
are limited by the choice
of external components.
Up to four power stages
can be clocked out-ofphase to reduce input and
output filtering requirements. External mosfets
switch at a fixed frequency programmable
from 50 to 425kHz and
can be synchronised to an
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external clock.
Each channel can also
be configured as a sepic
or flyback topology making it flexible.
Features include adjustable maximum duty
cycle, adjustable minimum on-time, overload
and overvoltage protection, and peak current
mode control.
The device is available
from stock in two ther-
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mally enhanced 28-lead
packages: low profile 4
by 5mm QFN and tssop.
E and I grades are specified over an operating
junction temperature of
-40 to +125˚C, and the H
grade operates from -40
to +150˚C.
It has an internal 10V
LDO regulator for gate
driver. There are two run
pins and dual power good
monitors.
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